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DATAKILLER PROTM 

 

ONE PASS DATA & ELECTRONICS DISINTEGRATOR



Introducing the Patent Pending  
DataKiller ProTM, a One Pass Data 
and Electronics Destroyer by 
Schutte Hammermill

The DataKiller Pro features a unique dual shaft rip 

shredder integrated with a dual stage hammer mill. 

This unique design is ideal for super-fine electronic 

scrap grinding, under 2MM, at very high produc-

tion rates and at previously unheard of volume 

reduction ratios. As a result, a sub-2mm grind is 

achieved in one pass through the DataKiller Pro.

The DataKiller hammer mill completely scours 

electronic media of data while simultaneously lib-

erating the majority of components for easy sepa-

ration and recycling. With an industry leading abil-

ity to process HDDs at a rate of one per second, 

the DataKiller can also process SSDs, cell phones, 

printed circuit boards, semiconductors, CDs and 

more – all without any system  reconfiguration.

Key Features

•  Space saving stacked design in a compact 

footprint to fit in any space

•  Option of carbon or stainless steel plate 

construction

• Multiple hammer styles and sizes

•  Reversible hammers maximize wear 

life

•  Replaceable abrasion resistant wear 

plates protect mill housing

•  Propretiary perforated grates made 

from abrasion resistant steel

•  Suitable for SCIFs or mobile 

applications



Extraordinary performance. Exceptional value. 

Experience exceptional performance in electronic scrap recycling with the Schutte Hammermill 

DataKiller Pro, a cutting-edge data destruction solution. As the foremost hammer mill company 

in America and a global leader for nearly a century, Schutte Hammermill ensures unparalleled 

efficiency and durability in your electronic scrap recycling application. 

No other solution surpasses the DataKiller Pro in destroying computer and electronic com-

ponents at scale. In today's digital landscape, safeguarding proprietary information demands 

comprehensive security measures throughout the life cycle of data retention devices. The Dat-

aKiller Pro is a crucial tool in the security process, instilling confidence that confidential infor-

mation is truly destroyed.

Differing from a shredder, which often generates lengthy strips of e-waste, the DataKiller Pro 

initiates the process by shredding and subsequently passing the material through two stages of 

hammer mill destruction. This ensures compliance with NSA specifications or smaller in just one 

pass. The robust and turbulent action within the mill renders electronic components unrecog-

nizable, definitively unusable, and beyond the reach of data recovery.

As scrap enters the steel grinding chamber, it faces a barrage of steel hammers that crush, rip, 

and shred the material into small pieces. Simultaneously, the material undergoes size reduction, 

while being disintegrated, rendering any remaining information on the components irrecover-

able.

The DataKiller Pro finds applications in the destruction of various items, including printed cir-

cuit boards (PCBs), HDDs, cell phones, and more. Trust in the Schutte Hammermill DataKiller 

Pro for secure and efficient data destruction, setting the standard for data destruction in to-

day's digital age.
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